Fluke 88V

Best for
Automotive troubleshooting.

Troubleshoot variety of problems on conventional and hybrid vehicles
Millisecond pulse width measurements for fuel injectors, RPM readings for both DIS and conventional ignitions with optional inductive pickup.

Automotive testing
Alternator diodes, duty cycle, solenoids, breaker points, wiring, switches, and more.

Fluke 233

Best for
Applications where display positioning is problematic.

Remote monitoring
View meter display up to 30 feet away from the measurement point. Observe meter real-time readings remotely.

Unusual measurements
Remote magnetic display solves separation problems.

Electrical maintenance
All the features and functions of a conventional multimeter.

Fluke CNX 3000

Best for
Applications where live measurements from multiple modules simultaneously and remotely are necessary.

Applications
• Overcome separation issues between measurement points and/or controls
• Easily see cause and effect

Remote monitoring
The CNX wireless enabled modules measure ac voltage, ac current and temperature, which display on the CNX 3000 Wireless Multimeter.